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SRAM E-Paper No.35                                               Date： 2011/9/23 

Content： 

I. SRAM news/announcement 

 Rainbows in the rain in Champery 
 Live from World Champs! 

 
 
 
 

II. Product information  

 ZIPP 303 Firecrest Wheelset 
 

 

III.Service & maintenance 

 XO Chainguide Installation 
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I. SRAM news/announcement 

 Rainbows in the rain in Champery 

Rainbows in the rain? Right, this is what happens when you win two World Championships in the 
pouring rain! It was truly an amazing day in Champery, here is what went down: As soon as the 
downhill finals started, it started raining. And it kept raining, and then some more. Here a canadian 
junior racer is still stoked, despite being completely covered in mud. That's the spirit! With the rain 
came the good news! Here SRAM's best man in Australia, Rob Eva, wheels Troy Brosnan's World 
Championship winning bike back to the SRAM truck. 

   

While we were waiting for little Tory to show up, Jaroslav Kulhavy came by. The 2011 XC World 
Champion (and World Cup champion!) was stoked and thankful for his 2011 season, and so were we! 
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And here is your 2011 junior downhill World Champion, Troy Brosnan!!! As the DH finals were 
underway, the crowd kept building up. Awesome to see such a huge fan turnout, even in the bad 
weather. And when we say bad, we mean BAD. This is how it looked like as the top 5 men were coming 
down the course. Extreme, gnarly, you name it. 

  

Danny Hart of Giant Factory Racing came down with three riders to go, smashing the previous leading 
time by 11 second. With one last guy on course, here is how nervous Danny was in the hot seat. So 
close...This is the exact moment when Danny realized he had just become the 2011 downhill World 
Champion. He could barely believe what was happening…but this were the facts. An amazing victory, 
absolute domination. 
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This muddy and proud gentleman is Danny's dad. He rushed over the finish area to hug his son, and 
this is the result. We bet he will never wash that shirt again. 

   

The party at the SRAM truck started right away, and when Danny showed up with his number 1 bike it 
became just epic: here the new World Champion poses with the SRAM crew! And here is Troy Brosnan 
with his proud parents, team manager, and the full SRAM crew! 

As we wrap up this World Championships it's hard to believe how good this was...five World Champion 
titles, Boxxer Worlds, the new amazing race truck...this could be one of the best World Champs ever 
for SRAM! 
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 Live from World Champs! 

The SRAM crew is out in full force in Champery, Switzerland, for the 2011 World Championships. As we 
had into the final weekend, the cross country and downhill titles are up for grab, but a lot of things are 
already happening, let's see what was going on in the pits on saturday... Anneke did it! Our favourite 
4X girl Anneke Berteen won her first World Championship title and to top it all off Mikael Prokop took 
first in the men's final! 

 

Jaroslav Kulhavy is the 2011 XC World Champion. Jaroslav topped off his stellar 2011 season, where he 
has already won the World Cup overall (with 5 victories in 7 races), the European and Czech national 
championships with his win in Champery. Here is the new World Champion, with the winning bike, still 
muddy from the race in Champery! Notice anything unusual anywhere? Jaroslav tested different gear 
combinations throughout the week, but kept the usual 39-26 
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The new SRAM race support truck is the talk of the pits: big, red and beautiful! 

   

HB shows up the truck's workshop: bigger, cleaner and better equipped than ever!The wrenching area 
of the new truck is nothing less than the interior! Only the best for the best riders in the world! 
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II. Product information  

 ZIPP 303 Firecrest Wheelset 

Brand new for 2012, Zipp is proud to introduce the 
completely redesigned 303 Firecrest, The 303 has 
been completely redesigned with Firecrest shaping. 
The Carbon Clincher preserves the aerodynamic 
advantages of its tubular brother, while adding the 
convenience of a clincher tire. And at just 1498 
grams, it's light enough to climb up the steepest 
gradients with ease. 

All of the hallmark characteristics of the 303 have 
improved with the Firecrest Carbon Clincher. The Firecrest shaping optimizes the aerodynamic profile 
of both the front half and the back half of the wheel. In addition, Firecrest moves the center of pressure 
of the wheel backwards, giving the 45mm-deep rim the crosswind stability a box-section rim. At the 
same time, the 16.25mm-wide tire beb allows the clincher tire to take on a wider, more stable shape 
without compromising rolling resistance. It's faster, simpler, and more stable. Or as technical director 
Josh Poertner puts it, Firecrest is “lightning in a bottle.”  

 

The new wheels retain all the small details that make Zipp wheels what they are. Exposed spoke 
nipples sit in the aerodynamic shadow of the rims, keeping serviceability simple without compromising 
speed. And our signature ABLC™ rim dimples squeeze every last second of performance possible. To 
complete the package, Zipp has refined its venerable 88/188 hubset, reshaping the hub body, canting 

16.25mm
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the non-drive side flange by 8 degrees and moving the bearing out by 7.5mm to increase overall 
stiffness and strength. The complete wheelsets come in two distinct colors. The stealthy Beyond Black 
versions feature black anodized hubs, black spokes, and black decals. The Falcon Grey wheelsets have 
a more classic look, with gray anodized hubs, silver spokes and white decals.  

            
Table-1: ZIPP 303 Firecrest Spec 

Recommended Tire 23-32mm Weight 680g Weight 818g
Max recommended
rider weight

225lbs Hub Used 88 Hub Used 188

External Nipples Yes Spoke Count 18 Spoke Count 24

Ceramic Bearing After-market Spoke
Pattern

Radial Spoke Length Non-
Drive

262mm

Max Tire Pressure 125psi
Spoke
Length

260mm
Spoke Pattern Non-
Drive

Cross

Dimpled Surface Yes Spoke Length Drive 248mm

Aero Width 28.50mm Spoke Pattern Drive Radial

Rim Depth 45mm

Front wheel Rear wheelTechnical Spec

 

 
 

III.Service & maintenance 

 XO Chainguide Installation 

To ensure that your chainguide performs properly and to help make your riding experience more 
enjoyable and trouble-free, we highly recommend that you have it installed by a qualified bicycle 
mechanic.  
Truvativ chainguides are designed to function optimally when used with Truvativ components. If you 
pair with non-Truvativ components your system may not perform optimally. In addition, you will need 
to refer to the instructions provided by the other manufacturer in order to ensure proper installation. 
 
The Truvativ XO 32-36 and XO 36-40 chainguides are designed for use with: 
• XO 32-36 only - 32-36 tooth chainrings (single ring only) 
• XO 36-40 only - 36-40 tooth chainrings (single ring only) 
• 68, 73, and 83 mm width bottom brackets 
• ISCG only - frames with ISCG tabs 
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• ISCG 05 only - frames with ISCG 05 tabs 
• BB mount only - Internal and external bearing bottom brackets 
 

The BB mounted chainguide fixture plate is intended to replace one 2.5 mm BB spacer on the drive side 
of the bike. If the frame and bottom bracket do not allow for the use of at least one 2.5 mm spacer on 
the drive side of the bike, you will not be able to install this chainguide. 
 
Step1: Use a 4 mm hex to loosen the upper and lower guide bolts. 
 
Step2:  

 ISCG/ISCG 05 only - Install the bottom bracket into the frame according to manufacturer’s 
instructions. Check the offset of the ISCG tabs relative to the the bottom bracket shell face. If 
there is any inward offset, use the spacers provided to reduce the offset to zero. Install the 
chainguide ontothe frame. The bolt thread engagement to the frame should be at least 8 mm. 
When using spacers, it may be necessary to use the three longer bolts supplied with chainguide to 
achieve proper engagement. Level the chainguide by rotating it so that the upper guide bolt is at 
75-90° relative to the ground, then snug the bolts. 

   
 

 BB mount only - Install the bottom bracket and chainguide to the frame, following the bottom 
bracket manufacturer’s spacer configuration guidelines for chainguide installation. Level the 
chainguide by rotating it so that the upper guide bolt is at 75-90° relative to the ground, then 
tighten the bottom bracket to the manufacturer’s torque recommendation. 

Step3:Install and tighten the crank arms according to the crank manufacturer’s instructions. 
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Step4:ISCG/ISCG 05 only - Check that the upper and lower guides are centered on the chainring. If 
they are not, remove the chainguide mounting bolts and re-install with appropriate spacers between 
the chainguide and the frame to center. Once the guide is centered and level, tighten the bolts to 
7-8 N·m (62-70 in-lb).  
On some frames, it may be necessary to remove the drive side crank arm in order to tighten the 
mounting bolts. Once the bolts are tightened, reinstall the crankarm according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. 

   
Step5:Adjust the upper and lower guides for chainring size using the indicators provided on the guides. 
Reference the top surface of the upper guide when using the upper guide indicator. For odd size 
chainrings, place the guides between the appropriate indicators. Once the upper and lower guides are 
adjusted properly, use a 4 mm hex to tighten the guide bolts to 1.2-1.4 N·m (10-11 in-lb). 
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Step6:Install the chain so that it runs through the upper guide, around the chainring, and through the 
lower guide above the pulley. Verify that the crankset turns freely, without excessive chain rub or 
binding, both forward and backward in the full range of gear selections and full range of travel for a full 
suspension bike. If there is excessive chain rub or binding, add or remove chainguides spacers 
accordingly. 

 
Maintain: 

 Clean the chainguide using only water and mild soap. Do not use any products that may damage 
polycarbonates. These include mineral spirits-based solvents, some chain lubes, and thread 
locking compounds. If you are not sure, check with the chemical product manufacturer.  

 Regularly inspect bolt torques. You should never ride with a loose chainguide.  
 Regularly inspect components for signs of damage or fatigue.  
 Always inspect components for damage after any crash.  
 Signs of damage or fatigue include, but are not limited to cracks, deformation, discoloration, or 

deep scratches. Discontinue use and replace any parts that show signs of damage or fatigue. Do 
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not attempt to repair parts. If you areunsure of the integrity of your chainguide, have it inspected 
by your Truvativ dealer. 


